Anatomy Students Coloring Book Muscular System Memorizing
Tool Launched
Pamphlet Books, a textbook publisher based in Colorado Springs, launched the
Muscular System Coloring Book, an educational resource designed to enhance
anatomy studying for medical students. The book features realistic illustration and
evaluation pages to promote effective study and assessment.
Pamphlet Books, a textbook publisher based in Colorado Springs, launched the Muscular System
Coloring Book, an educational resource designed to enhance anatomy studying for medical
students. The book features realistic illustration and evaluation pages to promote effective study and
assessment.Colorado Springs, United States - April 20, 2017 /PressCable/ -- Pamphlet Books, a
textbook publisher based in Colorado Springs, launched an educational coloring book designed to
help medical students learn the muscular system more effectively.
Interested
parties
can
find
more
information
by
visiting
https://amazon.com/Muscular-System-Coloring-Book-muscular/dp/1505699142.
The muscular system is one of the most complex systems of the human body. Memorizing each
muscle and muscle group can be a considerably difficult task, especially without visual help.
The new Muscular System Coloring Book from Pamphlet Books aims to help anatomy students
memorize the muscular system more effectively using visual aids and motor activity.
Coloring has been shown to increase information retention in a wide range of activities. Blending
colors and written information can help improve memory while also making the learning process less
tedious.
Furthermore, coloring is a relaxing activity, many adults looking for adult coloring books as a
pleasant pastime activity.
Pamphlet Books launched the Muscular System Coloring Book to provide a comprehensive learning
aid for students looking to memorize the muscular system. The book is divided in 52 chapters
containing both labeled and unlabeled illustrations of various muscle groups.
By color-coding each label and individual muscle groups, the student can more easily remember the
form, position and name of particular muscles. The unlabeled pages are designed as evaluation
tool, allowing students to assess the efficiency of their learning endeavor.
All illustrations are realistic and clear, in an effort to provide a textbook that can be used by both
teenage and adult students.
A spokesperson from Pamphlet Book stated that versatility is one of the key concepts behind the
Muscular System Coloring Book: "Whether it's a student attempting to pass a big medical exam, or
an individual intent on learning more about how to target working out different muscular regions of
the body, this coloring book makes it easy to understand and even easier to memorize through the
therapeutic process of simply coloring."
Additional
information
on
the
coloring
book
can
be
found
at
https://youtube.com/watch?v=5Wr32A1oJB0.
Contact Info:Name: Human Body Coloring BookOrganization: Human Body Coloring BooksAddress:
7518 Banner Court, Colorado Springs, CO 80920, United StatesFor more information, please visit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Wr32A1oJB0Source: PressCableRelease ID: 188234
Contact Information
For more information visit http:// (http://)
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